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Mirage
A Novel
by Somaiya Daud
The crown of Dihya had been stripped from me, my face changed, my body
broken.
But I was not a slave and I was not a spare.
I was my mother's daughter, and I would survive and endure. I would find my
way back home.
In a star system dominated by the brutal Vathek empire, sixteen-year-old
Amani is a dreamer. She dreams of what life was like before the occupation,
she dreams of writing poetry like the old world poetry she loves to hear read,
she dreams of receiving a sign from Dihya that one day, she, too, will have
adventure, and travel beyond her isolated moon.
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But when adventure comes for Amani, it is not what she expects. When she is
kidnapped by the government and taken in secret to the royal palace, she
discovers that she is nearly identical to the cruel half-Vathek Princess Maram.
The princess is so hated by her conquered people that she requires a body
double, someone to appear in public as Maram, ready to die in her place. As
Amani is forced into her new role, she can't help but enjoy the palace's
beauty-and her time with the princess' fiancé, Idris. But the glitter of the royal
court belies a world of violence and fear, and one wrong move could lead to
her death.
" Mirage is full of characters who feel like they existed long before the story
began, and a rich world that is as beautiful as it is cruel. Somaiya Daud is a
rare talent. A smart, romantic, exciting debut."
- Veronica Roth, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Carve the Mark and
the Divergent series

Author Bio
Location: Seattle, WA; Washington, DC
Somaiya Daud is a twenty-something writer and PhD candidate at the
University of Washington. A former bookseller in the children's department at
Politics and Prose in Washington, DC, Somaiya is passionate about Arabic
poetry, the stars, and the Gothic novel. Mirage is her debut novel. You can find
her on Twitter @SomaiyaDaud.
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The Darkest Star
by Jennifer L. Armentrout
When seventeen-year-old Evie Dasher is caught up in a raid at a notorious
club known as one of the few places where humans and the surviving Luxen
can mingle freely, she meets Luc, an unnaturally beautiful guy she initially
assumes is a Luxen… but he is in fact something much more powerful. Her
growing attraction for Luc will lead her deeper and deeper into a world she'd
only heard about, a world where everything she thought she knew will be
turned on its head…
#1 New York Times, USA Today, and internationally bestselling author
Jennifer L. Armentrout returns to the universe of the Lux in this brand new
series, featuring beloved characters both new and old.
Praise for the Lux series:

Macmillan Audio
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"An engrossing, sexy nail-biter! I'm delighted to join the Daemon invasion." Nancy Holder, New York Times bestselling author of Wicked, on Origin
"This is the stuff swoons are made of. Fans of Obsidian will devour the highstakes plot and beautifully crafted chemistry." - Wendy Higgins, New York
Times bestselling author of Sweet Evil, on Onyx

Author Bio
Location: West Virginia

Promotion
- Social media promotion
- Audio promotion at Apollycon
- Tor.com partnership
- Excerpt in Tor Teen newsletter
Audio tie-in to Tor Teen marketing plans, including:
- National print and online advertising
- Author appearances at BookE

JENNIFER L. ARMENTROUT is a #1 New York Times, USA Today, Amazon,
iBooks, and international bestselling author of the Lux series and other books
for teens and adults. She is a #1 bestseller in Germany and Italy, and a top
seller in markets around the world.
Her young adult novels have sold over a million copies since 2011 in the US
alone, and have been finalists for the Goodreads Choice Awards and many
others.
Jennifer lives in West Virginia with her husband and dogs.
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The Prodigy
A Novel
by John Feinstein
Seventeen-year-old John Franklin Baker, aka "Frank," is a golfing sensation
who's dominated junior tournaments for a couple of years. He's set to earn a
full ride scholarship at the college of his choice, but his father has even bigger
plans for him first: he believes his son has a shot at becoming the youngest
winner of the Masters tournament.
After reaching the semifinals of last summer's U.S. Amateur tournament, the
wunderkind is about to go back to the Amateur in a few weeks, and sponsors
are lining up for a chance to attach Frank's name to their products. The sport
hasn't been cheap over all the years-lessons, gear, travel, entry fees, and
more have all taken their toll on the family bank account-so his dad is eager to
sign his son's name on the dotted line of a few contracts, and even more
eager for his son to try turning pro although he has another year of high
school to go.
Macmillan Audio
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But his entry in the Masters hinges on maintaining his standing as an amateur.
Can he keep his dad at bay long enough to bring home the legendary green
jacket?
"The best writer of sports books in America today." - The Boston Globe

Notes

Praise for Foul Trouble:

Promotion

"Thorough and suspenseful; a must-read for those interested in basketball
and the dealings surrounding the sport." - Kirkus Reviews, starred review

- Bonus conversation with the author
- Social media advertising
- Sports media outreach
- Golf organization partnerships

"A riveting, cautionary tale about behind-the-scenes, big-money pressures
confronting talented high school athletes. . . . Timely hot topics are embedded
in this action-packed sports story. Readers will breathlessly await Terrell's (...)

Audio tie-in to FSB BFYR marketing plans, including:
- Select author appearances
- Appearances at book festival

Author Bio
Location: Potomac, Maryland
John Feinstein is the author of more than thirty books, including two #1 New
York Times bestsellers, A Season on the Brink and A Good Walk Spoiled . He
is also the author of numerous books for young readers including the mystery
Last Shot, which won the Edgar Allen Poe Award. John is also a frequent
contributor to The Washington Post, CBS Sports Radio, the Golf Channel,
Sirius XM Radio, and Comcast Sportsnet. jfeinsteinbooks.com
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Archenemies
by Marissa Meyer
Renegades (audiobook 1) ended with Nova (Nightmare/Insomnia) and Adrian
(the Sentinel/Sketch) in the battle of their lives against the Anarchist called
The Detonator. Now, Nova is still both a Renegade and Nightmare, Adrian's
identity as The Sentinel has been revealed, and the Anarchists still have a
very powerful secret weapon - the very person Nova believes will protect her.
The second and final audiobook in this duology will reveal to listeners how
Nova and Adrian work against each other, and together, for an ultimately
positive result. Legions of avid Marissa Meyer fans rejoice!
Praise for Rebecca Soler:
"… Soler is one of those magical voice actors who can create a seemingly
endless supply of memorable voices." - Publishers Weekly on Winter

Macmillan Audio
Strict On Sale: Nov 6/18
9781427299284 • $51.99 • audio cd
YA Fic / Superheroes • Ages 12-18 years
Series: Renegades

"Soler's narration fits the tone of each story and provides unique voices for
each character… perfect for listeners who can't get enough of the Lunar
Chronicles." - AudioFile Magazine on Stars Above
"Soler's instinctive delivery of Meyer's humor makes the story an addictive
listen… Series fans and new listeners will be equally entranced." - AudioFile
Magazine on Cress, Earphones Award Winner

Notes
Praise for Heartless:

Promotion
-2146826259

"In Heartless, the nonsense that is Wonderland gets a reverential makeover,
full of heart and its own idiosyncratic character." - Gregory Maguire, New York
Times bestselling author of Wicked and After Alice

Praise for the Lunar Chronicles series:
#1 New York Times Bestselling Series
USA Today Bestseller
Publishers Weekly Bestseller
National Indie Bestseller
"A mash-up of fairy tales and science fiction . . . a cross between Cinderella,
The Terminator, and Star Wars ." - Entertainment Weekly
"Prince Charming among the cyborgs." - The Wall Street Journal
"Terrific
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Attucks!
Oscar Robertson and the Basketball Team That Awakened a
City
by Phillip Hoose
A rousing rags-to-riches episode, a tale of youth power, and a scarcely told
chapter in African-American history, Attucks! charts the rise of the legendary
Crispus Attucks High School Tigers in the 1950s. By winning the Indiana state
high school basketball boys' championship in 1955, ten teens from a school
meant to be the centerpiece of racially segregated education in Indiana
shattered the myth of their own inferiority. Their brilliant coach had fashioned
an unbeatable team from a group of boys born in the South and raised in
poverty, anchored by the astonishing player Oscar "The Big O" Robertson.
The Crispus Attucks Tigers went down in history as the first state champions
from the city of Indianapolis and the first all-black team in U.S. history to win a
racially open championship tournament.

Author Bio
Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 23/18
9781427299468 • $37.99 • audio cd
Juvenile Nonfiction / People & Places / US / AfricanAmerican • Ages 12-18 years

Notes
Promotion

Phillip Hoose is an award-winning author of books, essays, stories, songs and
articles. Although he first wrote for adults, he turned his attention to children
and young adults in part to keep up with his own daughters. His book
Claudette Colvin won a National Book Award and was dubbed a Publisher's
Weekly Best Book of 2009. He is also the author of Hey, Little Ant, coauthored by his daughter, Hannah; It's Our World, Too!; The Race to Save the
Lord God Bird; The Boys Who Challenged Hitler ; and We Were There, Too!, a
National Book Award finalist. He has received a Jane Addams Children's Book
Award, a Christopher Award, a Boston Globe-Horn Book Award, and multiple
Robert F. Sibert Honor Awards, among numerous honors. He was born in
South Bend, Indiana, and grew up in the towns of South Bend, Angola, and
Speedway, Indiana. He was educated at Indiana University and the Yale
School of Forestry. He lives in Portland, Maine.
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Black Wings Beating
by Alex London
Brysen and Kylee are twins but they couldn't be more different. Brysen wears
his heart on his sleeve and strives to be a falconer like his late father.
Kylee has no time for love and runs their family's business to make end's
meet. She wants nothing to do with falconry even though she may have a
power hidden deep inside that begs otherwise.
Together they embark on a journey-Brysen to save the boy he loves, and
Kylee to save Brysen from getting killed-into the treacherous Uztari
mountains. They are hunting the legendary Ghost Eagle, a beast deadly
enough to sway the tides in a territorial war about to ravage their village.
Alex London weaves a gripping tale to begin this trilogy about the power of
communal memory, genocide, and the bonds of blood.
Black Wings Beating takes the fantasy genre to soaring new heights with its
epic thrills, heart-punching romance, and a marvel of a hero. -Adam Silvera,
New York Times bestselling-author of They Both Die at the End

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 9/18
9781427299413 • $51.99 • audio cd
YA Fic / Animals / General • Ages 12-18 years
Series: Skybound Saga

Author Bio

Notes

Brysen and Kylee are twins but they couldn't be more different. Brysen wears
his heart on his sleeve and strives to be a falconer like his late father.

Promotion

Kylee has no time for love and runs their family's business to make end's
meet. She wants nothing to do with falconry even though she may have a
power hidden deep inside that begs otherwise.
Together they embark on a journey-Brysen to save the boy he loves, and
Kylee to save Brysen from getting killed-into the treacherous Uztari
mountains. They are hunting the legendary Ghost Eagle, a beast deadly
enough to sway the tides in a territorial war about to ravage their village.
Alex London weaves a gripping tale to begin this trilogy about the power of
communal memory, genocide, and the bonds of blood.
Black Wings Beating takes the fantasy genre to soaring new heights with its
epic thrills, heart-punching romance, and a marvel of a hero. -Adam Silvera,
New York Times bestselling-author of They Both Die at the End
"Enter the gritty culture of cutthroat falconry in Alexander London's Black
Wings Beating and prepare to be riveted. This book has so much to
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The Story Collector
A New York Public Library Book
by Kristin O'Donnell Tubb, illustrated by Iacopo Bruno
The Story Collector by Kristin O'Donnell Tubb is a middle-grade historical
fiction audiobook inspired by the real life of Viviani Joffre Fedeler, born and
raised in the New York Public Library.
Eleven-year-old Viviani Fedeler has spent her whole life in the New York
Public Library. She knows every room by heart, except the ones her father
keeps locked. When Viviani becomes convinced that the library is haunted,
new girl Merit Mubarak makes fun of her. So Viviani decides to play a
harmless little prank, roping her older brothers and best friend Eva to help out.

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Aug 28/18
5 b/w spot illustrations
9781250300881 • $45.50 • audio cd
Juvenile Fiction / Books & Libraries • Ages 9-12 years

Notes

But what begins as a joke quickly gets out of hand, and soon Viviani and her
friends have to solve two big mysteries: Is the Library truly haunted? And what
happened to the expensive new stamp collection? It's up to Viviani, Eva, and
Merit (reluctantly) to findout.

Author Bio
Kristin O'Donnell Tubb is the author of Autumn Winifred Oliver Does Things
Different, Selling Hope, and The 13th Sign . She lives in Tennessee with her
family. IACOPO BRUNO is a graphic artist and illustrator who lives in Italy. He
illustrated James Preller's Home Sweet Horror, I Scream, You Scream!, Good
Night, Zombie, and Nightmareland

Promotion
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Unstoppable Moses
A Novel
by Tyler James Smith
In this coming-of-age debut audiobook from Tyler James Smith, a seventeenyear-old boy has one week in the aftermath of a disastrous prank to prove to
the authorities, and to himself, that he's not a worthless jerk who belongs in
jail.
Moses and his cousin Charlie were best friends, wisecracking pranksters,
unstoppable forces of teenage energy - until the night they became accidental
arsonists and set in motion a chain of events that left Moses alone, guiltstricken, and most likely trapped in his dead-end town.

Macmillan Audio
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Notes
Promotion

Then Moses gets a lucky break: the chance to volunteer as a camp counselor
for week and prove that the incident at the bowling alley should be expunged
from his record. And since a criminal record and enrollment at Duke are
mutually exclusive, he's determined to get through his community service and
get on with his life. But tragedy seems to follow him wherever he goes, and
this time, it might just stop him in his tracks.
Praise for Unstoppable Moses:
When people say reading makes us more empathetic, they are talking about
books like Unstoppable Moses by Tyler James Smith. A lyrical, hilarious, soreal-it-hurts debut that reminds us all just how much we have to lose, and why
it's important to never give up. I'm so happy this book is in the world."
- Bonnie-Sue Hitchcock, Morris Honor-winning author of The Smell of Other
People's Houses

Author Bio
Location: Chicago, IL
Tyler James Smith attended Western Michigan University and after a stint as a
mailman, is now an aide in a therapeutic school. He still uses AOL. Find him
on Twitter at @SethTrimly.
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The Echo Room
by Parker Peevyhouse
The Echo Room is 12 Monkeys for the next generation." (Hannah Walcher,
Books Inc.)
A smart, claustrophobic, speculative thriller for teens with an immersive
psychological mystery, by Parker Peevyhouse.

Author Bio
PARKER PEEVYHOUSE is likely trying to solve a puzzle at this very moment,
probably while enjoying In-N-Out fries, admiring redwood trees, and quoting
movies about sentient robots. Parker's critically acclaimed collection of
novellas for young adults, Where Futures End, was named a best book for
teens by the New York Public Library, Chicago Public Library, and Bank
Street. The Horn Book called it a smart science-fiction puzzle." Parker lives in
the San Francisco Bay Area and works at Hicklebee's Children's Bookstore.
Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 11/18
9781250300782 • $58.99 • audio cd
YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense • Ages 13-18 years

Notes
Promotion
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Dare You to Lie
by Amber Lynn Natusch
A quick-witted heroine, a fast-paced plot, and a twisty whodunit mystery kept
me on my toes. Fans of Riverdale will adore Kylene Danners and devour this
suspenseful story." - USA Today bestselling author, K.A. Tucker
From Amber Lynn Natusch comes Dare You to Lie, a thrilling suspense
audiobook that will hook listeners from the start
When her FBI agent father is framed for murder, Kylene is forced to move in
with her grandfather, back to the small town that turned its back on her, and
the boy who betrayed her.
All Ky cares about is clearing her father's name, but someone won't let her
forget the photo scandal that drove her away two years ago. As the threats
gain momentum, Ky finds an unlikely ally in the annoyingly attractive rookie
FBI agent sent to keep an eye on her.
Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 4/18
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YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense • Ages 13-18 years

Notes
Promotion

Determined to expose the town's hidden skeletons, Ky unwittingly thrusts
herself into a much bigger plot. They thought she'd forgive and forget. They're
about to learn they messed with the wrong girl.

Author Bio
AMBER LYNN NATUSCH is the author of the bestselling Caged series for
adults. She was born and raised in Winnipeg, and is still deeply attached to
her Canadian roots. She loves to dance and practice Muay Thai - but spends
most of her time running a chiropractic practice with her husband, raising two
young children, and attempting to write when she can lock herself in the
bathroom for ten minutes of peace. Dare You to Lie is her debut YA novel.
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Everlasting Nora
A novel
by Marie Miranda Cruz
An uplifting middle-grade debut about perseverance against all odds, Marie
Miranda Cruz's debut Everlasting Nora follows the story of a young girl living
in the real-life shanty town inside the Philippines' North Manila Cemetery.

After a family tragedy results in the loss of both father and home, 12-year-old
Nora lives with her mother in Manila's North Cemetery, which is the largest
shanty town of its kind in the Philippines today.
When her mother disappears mysteriously one day, Nora is left alone.

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 2/18
9781250304261 • $45.50 • audio cd
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Homelessness & Poverty •
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Notes
Promotion

With help from her best friend Jojo and the support of his kindhearted
grandmother, Nora embarks on a journey riddled with danger in order to find
her mom. Along the way she also rediscovers the compassion of the human
spirit, the resilience of her community, and everlasting hope in the most
unexpected places.
Heartwarming!" - Melissa de la Cruz
"A story offriendship and unrelenting hope." - Erin Entrada Kelly
"
Heartwarming and fun, with a fresh twist and a diverse cast of characters!" Melissa de la Cruz, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Descendants
series and Alex & Eliza: A Love Story
"A story of friendship and unrelenting hope. Readers will escape into a world
unlike any other, and will be better for it." - Erin Entrada Kelly, author of Hello,
Universe and The Land of Forgotten Girls
"Marie Cruz's vivid writing transported me into a thrilling, memorable
adventure!" - Alex Gino, author of George

Author Bio
MARIE MIRANDA CRUZ was born in the historic town of Cavite City,
Philippines, a city established in the late 17th century of the Spanish Colonial
period, and spent a large portion of her childhood and teenage years living
around the country. Marie moved to the United States permanently after
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